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NEW QUESTION: 1
The project manager for a TV tower construction project
receives notification that a strong storm is expected the
following week.

Which of the following should the project manager do NEXT?
A. Evaluate the risk, reschedule all outdoor tasks for a later
time, and inform major stakeholders.
B. Evaluate the risk, develop a mitigation plan, and
communicate it according to the communication plan.
C. Evaluate the risk, inform major stakeholders about the
problem, and issue a change request immediately.
D. Evaluate the risk, fill in the issue log, and communicate it
according to the communication plan.
Answer: B
Explanation:
References: Kim Heldman, CompTIA Project+ Study Guide, 2nd
Edition, Sybex,
Indianapolis, 2017, p. 238

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of these is included in a success plan?
A. services cost
B. customer HR processes
C. customer business outcomes
D. confidential customer information
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which three options are customer benefits of implementing a
Cisco Borderless switching solution? (Choose three.)
A. AutoSmartPorts
B. Solar-powered
C. Uninterruptable power
D. Smart CallHome
E. Smart Install
F. Spanning Tree
Answer: A,D,E
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